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Abstract—Mobile Agents is a new paradigm for dis-
tributed computing where security is very essential to the
acceptance of this paradigm in a large scale distributed en-
vironment. In this paper, we propose protection mechanisms
for mobile agents. In these mechanisms, the authentication of
mobile agents and the access control to the system resources
are controlled by the mobile-agents platform. Each agent
defines its own access control policy with regard to other
agents using an Interface Definition Language (IDL), thus
enforcing modularity and easing programming task. An
evaluation of these mechanisms has been conducted. The
measurements give the overhead involved by the proposed
protection mechanisms to the performance of mobile agents.
An important advantage of our protection mechanisms
are transparency to agents and the portability of non-
secure applications onto a secure environment. A mobile
agent system and the protection mechanisms have been
implemented. Our experiments have shown the feasibility
and the advantages of our mechanisms.

Index Terms—Mobile agents, security, authentication, ac-
cess control

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile-agents technology has emerged to build dis-
tributed computing over the Internet [1]. A mobile agent
is a process with its own code and data that can migrate in
the network from one node (called agent server) to another
to perform a specific task on behalf of their users. Mobile
agents representing different users on a global network
can meet and interact with other agents while migrating
in the network. A mobile-agents platform is a distributed
middleware that is responsible to create, execute, migrate,
send, receive and destroy mobile agents. It also provides
communication facilities between mobile agents ( [2],
[3]).

As mobile agents are intended to be used over large-
scale distributed systems [4], security becomes an essen-
tial issue to resolve. When received over the network by
host servers, a mobile agent must not access resources
which it does not have authorization to. Receiving hosts
need to have the assurance that a received mobile agent is
not malicious. Also, other mobile agents running on the
host servers need to have the assurance of whom they are
communicating with and consequently give appropriate
access rights.

Received by host servers, a mobile agent can invoke
objects exported either by the servers, or by other agents
running on these servers. In this context, protection has
become an extremely important issue: nobody will use

the mobile-agent paradigm if there are no protection
mechanisms which assure the host server and other agents
running on this server that the mobile agent will not
damage information of the server and of the other agents.
Java [5] is probably the best known runtime environment
which provides facilities for implementing mobile-code
based applications and protection mechanisms. The Java
compiler generates a bytecode which is interpreted by the
Java virtual machine, thus enabling code transfer between
heterogeneous hosts. From protection perspectives, the
main advantage of Java is the implementation of a sand-
box [6] which limits the instructions and consequently
the resources used by a mobile code. The Java sandbox
is responsible for protecting a number of resources at
a number of levels: memory, file system and disk. The
memory is protected because the java language is type-
safe, which means that the Java language does not allow
the use of virtual addresses. The file system and the disk
are protected through the use of an access control mech-
anism based on a policy file. However, the language does
not provide mechanisms for mobile agents and servers to
define different rights for different mobile agents based
on authentication, and to allow these rights to evolve
dynamically during communication and execution, and to
move with agents during migration.

To allow dynamic exchange of access rights in a flex-
ible way between cooperating agents, we have proposed
that agents use capabilities for access control ( [7], [9]). In
this initial proposal of protection, the mobility character-
istic of an agent was not considered. In particular, when
moving from one server host to another, an agent needs to
carry its capabilities with it and to export them for other
agents running on the destination server. An evaluation
of feasibility and advantages in a real mobile-agents
system was not done. Furthermore, to exchange initial
capabilities, mobile agents must authenticate each others.
An initial capability could include the minimum access
rights to be given to the agent. More capabilities can
be granted dynamically while agents are communicating.
Our recent work on network authentication for a mobile-
agents system [10] authenticates the sender network node
of the mobile agent and does not include fine-grained au-
thentication of mobile agents so that different capabilities
can be granted to different authenticated agents coming
from the same network node.

In this paper, we propose protection mechanisms,
where mobile agents can define and grant different access
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policies to different authenticated or un-authenticated
agents in a transparent, dynamic, modular, portable and
efficient way. In particular, we propose authentication
mechanisms for mobile agents, based on digital signature,
along with access control mechanisms based on capabili-
ties. In our mechanisms capabilities are then granted dy-
namically to agents upon authentication by an authentica-
tion service. Mutually suspicious agents will then control
the access to their resources based on authentication. To
be able to grant capabilities while moving, agents should
be able to move along with their capabilities. Agents
should be able to export these capabilities and grant them
to eligible users.

The generation of capabilities and their use by mobile
agents, as well as well as the authentication of agents
should be transparent to mobile agents’ programmer.
Indeed, we do not want to include security features
inside the mobile agents’ application code, thus easing
programming. The programmer would then concentrate
on the application’s logic rather than the security issues.

In this paper we conduct an evaluation of these mecha-
nisms through a concrete implementation within a mobile-
agent system that we have implemented and a perfor-
mance measurement. The protection mechanisms have
been implemented on top of Java and integrated into
a simple mobile agent-based distributed system that we
have implemented and that we know the implementations
details. This will allow us to test the feasibility of our
mechanisms on one hand, and to measure the performance
of the security functions used for protection in a basic
mobile-agent platform on the other hand.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section
II we provide a background for this work. In section III,
we present the authentication and access control problems
for mobile agents. Requirements for secure mobile agents
cooperation are discussed in section IV. In section V, we
describe the system architecture supporting our authenti-
cation and access control mechanisms. After an evaluation
of our mechanisms in section section VI, we conclude in
section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

Due to the popular use of Internet applications, new
classes of distributed applications have emerged, such as
information search on the web and electronic commerce
applications ( [11], [12]). The use of the Internet as a
platform to execute distributed applications introduced
two major problems: the heterogeneity of machines and
the lack of efficiency of the applications. First, we need to
write programs that execute everywhere on the Internet.
Second, applications slow performance becomes a major
problem, as applications components are distributed over
a large-scale network, and may run on a relatively slow
distributed environment.

Mobile agent based programming [1] is an emerging
paradigm for structuring distributed applications over the
Internet. An agent is a process that can move with its code
and execution context from site to site to perform its task.

Mobile agents are mainly intended to address autonomy
and efficiency problems of applications distributed over
large scale and slow networks. They reduce communi-
cation costs by moving computation to or close to the
host on which the target data reside [4]. Consequently
mobile agents can move to meet and communicate with
each others. In these scenarios, protection becomes an
urgent need.

The research in the area of mobile agents programming
is highly active. Several projects, such as Telescript [13],
D’Agents [14], Aglets ( [15], [16]), Mole [17], MOA
[18], Voyager [19], JADE [20] have developed execution
environments for mobile agents. In these platforms, the
security has been only partially addressed. In particular
a modular, transparent, dynamic and portable protection
mechanisms were not handled by these systems.

Throughout this paper, we call a client agent the agent
that initiates a communication with another agent, called
the server agent. As an example of protection mechanisms
of mobile-agents-based systems, if a mobile client agent
A wishes to obtain a service from a mobile server agent B,
then agent B should ensure that agent A is not malicious
i.e. agent A is the one who is claiming to be so that
access rights can be granted. The protection mechanisms
here consist then of two major security services:

• Authentication. Authentication refers to the ability to
associate an identity with each agent and to verify
that this identity belongs to the one claiming to own
this identity. The identity of an agent may be the
identity of its creator (the program writer or the ven-
dor of the software agents), or its users or its group
of users (the agent’s owner). The agent’s dispatcher
node is a network node which has ran the agent and
dispatches it to its next hop of its itinerary. This
dispatching node should be also made responsible
for the agent’s behavior on its receiving node. Once
an agent is executed by an agent server, it could
have been corrupted by a malicious agent server. An
agent server executing an agent has full control over
the agent’s code and state. Many research works are
being done in the domain of protecting a mobile
agent from a malicious agent server ( [21]–[26]).
However, no satisfactory solution is found till the
moment we wrote the paper. An agent must not
be able to masquerade another agent by steeling its
identity. Solutions have been introduced to detect
tampering afterward.

• Access Control. Access Control is the definition of
the policy that determines the rights given by an
agent to other agents. For this purpose, an agent must
be able to export object references while controlling
the access rights it provides. The protection policy
determines when and how these rights are exported.
An incoming agent may be provided with an initial
protection environment based on its authentication
by the receiving host server. This protection envi-
ronment can evolve dynamically according to the
agent’s execution.
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In Telescript, an agent is authenticated using its author-
ity. An authority is associated to an agent on its creation.
It is an encrypted message that is associated to an agent,
and can be the agent’s signature which is built using
the agent’s owner information. In the public version of
Telescript that we have tested, the encrypted message is
generated automatically by the telescript engine. An agent
has to deliver its authority and proves that it knows the
private key which generated that signature based on RSA
public key authentication. The protection mechanisms do
not authenticate the agent’s writer, neither its dispatching.
Furthermore, there are few experiments with measure-
ments and evaluations that have been conducted for these
mechanisms. In Telescript, access control mechanisms are
divided into 3 categories: securing agents’ objects, context
switching during communication, and the permit-based
access control. Exporting a reference to an object means
that all the public methods for that object can be called,
including the method which can modify the object. By
declaring an object reference as protected, the object can
be accessed on read only. As an example, a mobile agent
can move to get a list of flights for its owner to a specific
destination. The server agent providing the list of flights
grant read-only access to that list.

getFlight: op() Dictionary[String, Flight, Equal]
= if sponsor.name == *.name.authorityflights else
flights.protect()@ ;

In the above code, the server agent (called place by
telescript) verifies whether the client agent has the same
authority as the place, i.e. the client agent and the place
belong to the same owner. In that case, a reference flights
to the list of flights is granted, otherwise, a protected
reference to the list of flights is granted, by calling the
method protect() on the reference flights. Context switch-
ing allows a server agent to implement its own access
control for file access for instance. It also allows to define
the ownership of objects created during cooperation. By
declaring a method as sponsored, the server agent will
own all the created objects during cooperation. If the
client agent move, the objects created during cooperation
will not move with it. The third category of access control
mechanisms protect the host resources, such as CPU
and memory. It is also used to grant some agent the
rights to execute system operations. Telescript, access
control is managed by the agent’s application code, which
makes the programming of agents difficult. We argue that
programmers would rather concentrate on the application
logic rather than on the programming efforts of security
services that ought to be provided by the system. There
are no mechanisms to define different policies for read
or write accesses on objects. In D’Agents [32], the au-
thentication is based on PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) [19].
However, the digital signature is also used as follows. On
creation, mobile agents should register to a running agent
server. Before sending a registration request agent begin,
the agent encrypts that request with its owner private
key, and then encrypts the result with the agent server
public key. On reception of this registration message,

the agent server can authenticate the agent’s owner. On
migration, the agent is signed by its dispatcher node.
The authentication of the agent is then based on the
authentication of its dispatcher node. This is limitative, as
it is sufficient for an agent to go through by an unknown
dispatcher node to be considered untrusted. Different
agents applications may want to consider different access
policies depending on the authentication of the agents’
writer or owners as well. PGP is known for its perfor-
mance drawback. In addition, D’Agents does not include
indications about digital certificates and keys distribution
and manipulation. Concerning access control, D’Agents
does not allow sharing data and relies on message passing
for communication between agents. On reception of a
message by an agent, access control should be coded
by the agent’s application code. Each message passed
between authenticated agents is signed and authenticated
which introduces a major performance problem. Aglets
provides basic authentication approach where agents are
separated into 2 types: trusted and untrusted . For an agent
server, trusted agents are those which are dispatched from
agents servers within the same domain of the receiver.
Agents servers are within the same domain if they share
a secret key. In this approach, there must be a setup of
the domain before any exchange between agent servers.
In addition, each user of an agent server within a domain
must obtain this key signed with the user password. This
approach has scalability and usability problems, whereas
each new connecting agent server over the Internet must
communicate with a system administrator and obtain the
secret key to join the domain and that each user must
obtain its encrypted secret key. Concerning access control,
agents can define in a policy file read/write access rights
to local files and the rights to execute system operations.
Aglets, like D’Agents does not allow objects sharing and
relies on message passing for communication between
agents. Furthermore, to our knowledge, very little work
has been done to investigate the effectiveness of security
components and their usability in a distributed environ-
ment. [27], as well as JADE [20] uses digital signature
for authenticating users. In JADE, all agents are owned
by an authenticated user. It uses a policy file to protect
host resources from an agent by specifying permissions
to host resources and system operations in the same way
as Aglets do.

When designing our agent protection mechanisms, we
consider the following requirements:

• Transparency in achieving protection via transpar-
ent implementation of security services. The mobile
agents’ authentication as well as the enforcement of
access control must be transparent to mobile-agents’
applications.

• Dynamic exchange and evolution of access rights.
Access rights must be dynamically exchanged be-
tween cooperating agents. Rights must dynamically
evolve during execution and cooperation.

• Modularity. The implementation of protection for
mobile agents must be separate from the agents’ ap-
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plications code. Agents must not implement security
services in their application code.

• Portability of the agents’ applications. The imple-
mentation of the protection mechanisms must not use
language-specific features. It must be ported to any
mobile-agents platform.

• Non-repudiation by agents. The agents must not be
able to deny an action afterward. The mechanisms
must provide assurance of origin or delivery of
objects exchanged between a sender and a receiver.

• Efficiency. The authentication and access control
mechanisms for mobile agents must be devised in
a way to minimize the protection overhead.

Existing mobile agents systems propose partial solu-
tions to the above problems. To ensure communication
among mobile agents while controlling access to agents
resources, the system must include proper authentica-
tion, naming service, and access control mechanisms. As
mobile-agents systems are interesting in large-scale dis-
tributed environments like the Internet, efficiency should
be considered while designing these mechanisms.

The mechanisms we propose take into consideration the
above requirements. These mechanisms provide agents in
a transparent fashion the ability to cooperate and enforce
protection.

III. MOBILE AGENTS AUTHENTICATION AND
ACCESS CONTROL PROBLEMS

The following issues motivate our design choices for
the authentication and access control mechanisms of
mobile agents:

• Transparency. The authentication and access con-
trol mechanisms should be transparent to agents’
applications. The applications should not include
security-related instructions. Transparency enhances
the usability issues of nowadays user-level complex
security solutions.

• Usability. The security mechanisms should not be
too much time-consuming or difficult to use. This
decreases the productivity of the users who want to
use protection and the protection mechanisms end up
by being abandoned or used haphazardly introducing
security holes to systems.

• Assurance. The authentication mechanisms should
meet the non-repudiation security requirements. The
sender and the receiver of the mobile agents should
not be able to deny sending or receiving agents.
Digital-signature-based authentication mechanisms
offer non-repudiation services to both cooperating
agents.

• Modularity. The authentication and access control
mechanisms should be implemented in a separate
layer from the agent’s application code. Therefore,
the programmer would concentrate on the application
programming logic rather than on protection issues.

• Portability. The authentication and access control
mechanisms should be general and applicable to all
mobile agents systems. The mechanisms should not

include features that are operating-system-dependent
or language-dependent so that they can be ported to
any mobile agent system.

• Efficiency. The authentication and protection mech-
anisms should be efficient. For instance, the mech-
anisms should not introduce significant overhead on
the mobile agent messaging system.

• Mutual suspiciousness. The agents must be equal
with regard to protection. The authentication and ac-
cess control mechanisms should impose no hierarchy
among cooperating agents.

• Autonomy. One of the important characteristics of
mobile agents is autonomy. At the moment of writing
the agent’s application code, the programmer does
not know which agent servers would make part of
the agent’s itinerary. Therefore, it impossible for the
programmer to register access control policies in a
centralized protection server. Each agent should be
responsible to define its own access control policy
which should move with the agent during its execu-
tion.

IV. REQUIREMENTS FOR SECURE MOBILE
AGENTS COOPERATION

When designing our mechanisms for secure agent co-
operation, the following issues have been considered.

• Authentication of local cooperating agents. Coop-
erating agents within the same site must be au-
thenticated before communication takes place. A
server agent granting access rights must have the
assurance that the client agent requesting access is
not malicious. We distinguish two possible scenarios.

– Authentication of a client agent created by the
local agent server. In this scenario, a client agent
has been created locally within an agent server
and wishes to communicate with another server
agent within the same site.

– Authentication of a visitor client agent. In this
scenario, a client agent agent has not been
created locally by the agent server. It is a
visitor agent and wishes to communicate with
a server agent within the same site. This visitor
agent represents its owner, has been sent by a
dispatching agent server and its code/behavior
has been written by a third party programmer.
To solve the first problem, two techniques have
been used in the literature of mobile agents: the
trust model technique, and the explicit request
technique. In the trust model technique, every
client agent created by the local agent server
is considered trusted and therefore no authen-
tication is taking place by the server. Aglets
[16] uses this technique by considering agents
created within the same domain as trusted and
therefore an authentication is not needed. How-
ever, in Aglets an explicit setup of the domain is
necessary by a system administrator for all users
and agent servers in the same domain to share a
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secret key. The main drawback is in the manual
domain set up by a system administrator making
the system difficult to administer. The authenti-
cation technique, used by D’Agents [28], con-
sists of authenticating the client agent’s owner
during agent’s registration with the local agent
server. The local agent server then intercepts ev-
ery message exchanged between the client agent
and the server agent to verify that the message
belongs to a registered communication channel
by an authenticated agent. This algorithm has
a performance drawback as every message has
to be verified. In the explicit request technique,
a server agent application has to explicitly re-
quests the agent server whether the agent has
been created locally. The main drawback of this
algorithm, used by Telescript, is the lack of
transparency to agents applications.
To solve the second problem, two techniques
have been used in the literature of mobile agents:
the trust model technique, and the explicit re-
quest technique. The trust model technique,
used by Aglets, limits the agent itinerary to a
trusted domain, and therefore no authentication
is needed. The main drawback of this technique
is the limitation imposed on agents itinerary
for mobility. In the explicit technique request,
agents applications should include a code which
verifies whether visiting agents have been au-
thenticated. D’Agents and Telescript use this
technique. The main drawback of this technique
is the lack of transparency to agents applica-
tions. As stated earlier, this is restrictive in
a dynamic environment where communication
with potential, a priori unknown agents, could
take place.

• Authentication of remote cooperating agents. In the
literature of mobile agents, the client agent is au-
thenticated on every message exchanged between the
client and the server. This algorithm has performance
drawback as client is authenticated on every message
passing.

• Specifications and mobility of access rights. When
an agent moves, the access rights which are used
for access control must move with the agent. This
gives the agent the possibility to cooperate with other
agents on the visiting sites by granting access rights.
In the literature of mobile agents, access control lists
are used to specify access rights. Two approaches are
used to specify and use the lists: in the first approach,
as in Aglets and D’Agents, access control list takes
the form of a policy file on a destination. The policy
file specifies access policies for mobile agents on the
local host resources. As stated earlier, this approach
is not appropriate for a dynamic environment like the
mobile agents. We argue that an agent server cannot
predict all the possible cooperations which would
take place among cooperating visiting agents. In

Fig. 1. Overall Architecture of a Secure Mobile Agent Platform

the second approach, as in Telescript, access control
lists are coded in the agents applications. The main
problem of this approach is that agents applications
are forced to handle access control mechanisms at
the application level.

V. ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present our proposed architecture to
protect mobile agents in a mobile agent system.

A. Overall Architecture

A secure mobile agent platform includes the following
components as shown in Figure 1:

• Agent. An agent is a mobile object which can move
from site to site under its own control to achieve
tasks on these sites. In general, in order to move to
a site, an agent must explicitly invoke a move(site)
message. An agent is composed of its code, its
execution thread, and its data which correspond to
the values of the agent global variables. When an
agent moves from one site to another, it continues
its execution on the destination site at the instruction
which immediately follows the invocation of the
move operation. To communicate with other agents,
agents invoke a method which are translated into a
message by the underlying messaging system.

• Agent Server. Each site, as part of the mobile agent
platform, runs an execution environment, the agent
server. This execution environment implements fa-
cilities for creating agents, executing them concur-
rently, suspending them, destroying them, etc.

• Messaging System. A messaging system is part of an
agent execution environment. It provides facilities for
agents to communicate both locally and remotely. It
establishes communication links between communi-
cating agents.

• Certification Authority (CA). It is a trusted third
party which provides a pair of private/public keys
and digital certificates for mobile agents owners,
writers, and agents servers. All digital certificates are
digitally signed by the CA for further verification
of their authenticity and validity. Each agent server
joining the system will obtain its pair of keys auto-
matically by contacting the CA. We assume to have
a centralized CA. The distribution of public keys
among agent servers is not our focus in this work.

• Keystore. Each agent server has a keystore [15]. The
keystore is used to store and manage private keys
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along with their corresponding digital certificates.
The agent server’s private key and its corresponding
digital certificate are created by the agent server’s
administrator by sending requests to a trusted certi-
fication authority (CA). A keystore is automatically
created for each agent server in the system. The agent
owner, writer, and agent server digital certificates are
digitally signed by the CA.

• Secure Naming Server. A secure naming server is
associated to each agent server. It exports an interface
to mobile agents to communicate by using symbolic
names. Server agents can export initial capabilities
to client agents using the secure naming server.
An initial capability is transparently obtained when
the client agent consults a naming server which
associates an agent human-friendly symbolic name
to access capabilities which are to be granted to
different users. A capability will then gives au-
thorization for access to the server agent’s objects
through authorized methods calls. Before grating an
initial capability, the naming server verifies whether
the client agent has been authenticated. It enforces
the access control policies defined by mobile agents.
The naming server can be called locally or remotely.
For a client agent calling the naming server locally,
authentication is not required as the client agent has
already been authenticated upon reception by the
agent server. However, a remote call to the naming
server requires authentication.

• Capability generator. Our access control mechanisms
are based on capabilities. An agent specifies the
capabilities to be granted to other agents using an
Interface Definition Language (IDL) in a transparent
way to the agent application code. A capability gen-
erator is associated to each agent server. It generates
capabilities as specified in the IDL. The capabilities
then move with the agent for granting access to other
agents at runtime upon authentication.

B. Authentication Mechanisms

In mobile agents systems, agents must present proper
identities to the agent server that receives them. The
agent server will have then the assurance that the received
agent is not malicious and can be trusted. When agents
are authenticated, then different access rights can be
granted to different agents by the servers and other agents
exporting services within the agent server. Therefore,
authentication is an essential step toward the protection
of the agent server resources including other agents and
servers running within the agent server. The authentication
algorithm that we have implemented and integrated within
our mobile-agents platform is based on digital signature (
[29]–[31]). The digital signature is an electronic signature
that is used to authenticate the identity of an object sender
and to ensure that the object has not been modified since it
has been signed. The digital signature involves the public
key cryptography which relies on a pair of keys (a public
and a private key) associated with an entity. The advantage

of digital signatures is that they allow the non-repudiation
which is one of our objectives.

The execution of the digital signature within the plat-
form is transparent to the agent. A mobile agent has to
be authenticated in the following cases: when received
by an agent server after migration and when requesting
cooperation with another agent via the secure naming
server.

C. Authentication Algorithm on Mobility

MOVE(agent)
1 state ←serialize(agent)
2 � Get stored owner signature
3 sigo ←getSigo()
4 PrivateKs ←retrieve(keystore)
5 sigs ←sign(state, code, PrivateKs)
6 sigw ←getSigw()
7 send(code, state, sigo, sigs, sigw, certo, certs, certw)

When a mobile agent calls a method to move to a
destination agent server, then the sender agent server, on
which the agent is running, signs the agent digitally. The
sender agent server produces a signature object which
uses a hash algorithm and the private key of the sender
agent server. The sender agent server retrieves the private
key from the keystore. The agent (state and code) along
with its signature by the agent server, its owner identity
and signature, as well as the writer(vendor) identity and
signature are sent to the destination site. The owner
signature is produced only once at the home agent server
as the private key will be no more available when the
agent leaves its home. The writer signature is downloaded
by the home agent server when downloading an agent
from a third party agents writer. On reception of the
signed agent, the receiver agent server (the visited host)
verifies the identity the mobile agent platform which sends
the agent. The receiver agent server then decides whether
to accept or reject the reception of the agent based on the
level of trust that the receiver has in the sender, owner,
and writer.
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RECAG(code, state, sigo, sigs, sigw, certo, certs, certw)
1 � Retrieve Public Key of CA from keystore
2 PKCA←retrieve(keystore)
3 � Retrieve Public Key of authorities from keystore
4 PKo ←retrieve(keystore)
5 PKs ←retrieve(keystore)
6 PKw ←retrieve(keystore)
7 vo ←isValidSign(certo, PKCA, PKo, sigo)
8 vs ←isValidSign(certs, PKCA, PKs, sigs)
9 vw ←isValidSign(certw, PKCA, PKw, sigw)

10 � If all authorities must be authenticated
11 if enableHostAll
12 then if vo falseor vs falseor vw false
13 then sendAuthInvalid(client)
14 else � Can run the agent
15 adClient(client, certo, vo, certs, vs, certw, vw)
16 elseif
17 � Owner authentication required?
18 hostOwnerAuth
19 then
20 if vo false
21 then sendAuthInvalid(client)
22 elseif
23 hostSenderAuth
24 then
25 if vs false
26 then sendAuthInvalid(client)
27 elseif
28 hostWAuth
29 then
30 if vw false
31 then sendAuthInvalid(client)
32 else addClient(client, certo, vo, certs, vs, certw, vw)

On reception of the message (see algorithm above)
by the destination agent server, the receiver agent server
retrieves the digital certificates from the message, and ver-
ifies whether the certificates are valid (expired or not) and
issued by a trusted CA. The verification procedure needs
the CA’s public key which is retrieved from the receiver
agent server’s keystore. After successful verification of
the digital certificates, the signatures are verified using
the corresponding public keys which are retrieved from
keystore. We assume that public keys have already been
distributed among agent servers. The agent server keeps a
record on the agent’s authentication status, as well as the
identities of its authorities (sender, owner and writer). The
authentication mechanisms are based on our assumption
that the level of trust that a receiver agent server attributes
for an incoming agent depends on the level of trust that
the receiver agent server had in the sender agent server,
the agent owner, and the agent program writer, which can
be configured by an administrator.

D. Authentication Algorithm on Cooperation Request

RREQ(destHost, destAg, sigo, sigs, sigw, certo, certs, certw)
1 � Retrieve Public Key of CA
2 � from keystore
3 PKCA←retrieve(keystore)
4 � Retrieve Public Key
5 � of authorities from keystore
6 PKo ←retrieve(keystore)
7 PKs ←retrieve(keystore)
8 PKw ←retrieve(keystore)
9 vo ←isValidSign(certo, PKCA, PKo, sigo)

10 vs ←isValidSign(certs, PKCA, PKs, sigs)
11 vw ←isValidSign(certw, PKCA, PKw, sigw)
12 � If all authorities must be authenticated
13 if enableHostAll and enableAgentAll
14 then if vo falseor vs falseor vw false
15 then sendAuthInvalid(client)
16 else adClient(client, certo, vo, certs, vs, certw, vw)
17 � Return a capability
18 capa ← getCapa(destA, client)
19 elseif
20 � Owner authentication required?
21 hostOwnerAuth or destAgOwnerAuth
22 then
23 if vo false
24 then sendAuthInvalid(client)
25 elseif
26 hostSenderAuth or destAgSenderAuth
27 then
28 if vs false
29 then sendAuthInvalid(client)
30 elseif
31 hostWAuth or destAgWAuth
32 then
33 if vw false
34 then sendAuthInvalid(client)
35 else adClient(client, certo, vo, certs, vs, certw, vw)
36 � Return a capability
37 capa ← getCapa(destAg, client)

LOCALREQ(destAg)
1 � Already authenticated?
2 trusted ←getAuthClient(client)
3 � If all the authority actors must be authenticated,

� then reject if any actor is not authenticated
4 if trusted isTRUE
5 then
6 � Returns a capability
7 capability ←getCapa(destAg, client)
8 else then sendAuthInvalid(client)
9

As stated previously, mobile agents start cooperating by
consulting a secure naming server. When the client agent
consults the naming service for cooperating with a server
agent, the naming server authenticates the client, verifies
whether access rights have been exported for the client by
the server agent, and establishes a secure communication
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channel with the client agent. As stated previously the
requirements for authentication differ according to the
location of the client agent. We distinguish the following
cases:

• Client agent is remote. On cooperation request (see
above algorithm), the agent server on which the
client is running sends to the destination naming
server, the cooperation request along with the dig-
ital signature of the agent’s authority which is the
signatures of its (owner, sender agent server, writer).
The agent’s owner and writer digital signatures are
part of the agent’s state. As agent is mobile, the
agent does not have the private keys, once left its
home, and therefore the signatures must move with
the agent. For the sake of the performance, the agent
only keeps the signature of its home and its last
dispatcher. Keeping the signatures of the itinerary
nodes is beneficial for tracing purposes if needed.
However, this will increase the agent’s size with each
migration.
Upon authentication of the client, the secure naming
server grants only initial capabilities to the client
according to the server agent access control policy,
over a secure communication channel. For the sake
of performance, further communications can be done
using these capabilities without further authentica-
tion if the communications pursue on the same se-
cure encrypted channel. We argue that authenticating
a client agent on every communication with a server
agent is costly. Therefore, we opted for one-time
authentication over a secure communication channel.
However, if the channel is broken due the server
agent mobility for instance, then an authentication
is required, as capabilities may have been passed
to another client agent or have been stolen, it is
then necessary to verify authentication on the next
establishment of a communication channel.

• Client agent is created locally. The behavior as in
the local request algorithm (see algorithm above).
If the client agent has been created locally by the
agent server, then the agent is considered trusted. The
reference to the agent is only known locally by the
execution context of the agent server. This reference
and other information concerning the owner and
the writer of the agent are added to a table of
authenticated agents by the local agent server.

• Client agent is a visitor. The behavior as in the local
request algorithm (see algorithm above). If the client
agent is a visitor agent, then the agent has already
been authenticated upon its reception by the agent
server. On cooperation request, the secure naming
server responsible to authenticate agent lookups its
table of authenticated agents to verify that the agent
has been already authenticated.

E. Access Control Mechanisms

Our access control mechanisms are based on capabil-
ities. Agents can control accesses to their own objects

Fig. 2. Definition of a Capability

(resources) by use of capabilities. A capability is a token
that identifies an object and contains access rights, i.e.
the subset of the object’s methods whose invocation is
allowed. An agent is represented by a graph of objects,
where a global unique name is generated for the root
object and a relative name is generated for each internal
object. In order to access an object, an agent must own a
capability to that object with the required access rights
(Figure 2). When an object is created, a capability is
returned to the creator that usually contains all rights on
the object. The capability can thus be used to access the
object, but can also be copied and passed to another agent,
providing it with access rights on that object. When a
capability is copied, the rights associated with the copy
can be restricted, in order to limit the rights given to
the receiving agent. Agent move with their capabilities.
Those capabilities must be protected against the man in
the middle attacks. Capability protection is not our focus
in this paper.

Capabilities are generated automatically by our system
from the semantic definitions of access control policies
by our security generator. When an agent migrates, it
moves with its policy code in a transparent way agent’s
application. Each agent defines in a semantic way its own
policy using an interface definition language (IDL) that
we have defined (Figure 3). The purpose of the IDL is
to separate the definition of protection from the agent’s
application code. The language defines the capabilities to
be exchanged between cooperating agents. The semantic
consists of the following terminology:

• policy. A policy is the definition of the set of methods
to be accessed. It is the view that the agent is willing
to export to other cooperating agents.

• disallow. It identifies unauthorized method call. A
security violation message will be sent by the system
informing the caller of security violation.

• users. It identifies the list of authorities that must
be authenticated before capabilities are granted. As
stated previously an agent runs under the authority of
its owner, sender agent server, and writer principles.
The authorities are AND/ORed according to authenti-
cation requirements of the agent. ANDed authorities
must be all authenticated before an agent can get
access.

• grant. It is used to grant different access rights to
different agents if they have been authenticated as
required.

As an example, consider a distributed agenda applica-
tion using mobile agents. The agents organize a meeting
between their corresponding owners (Figure 3). A mobile
agent migrates from the agent server of its owner to the
other owners’ agent servers to decide on a meeting time.
Each agent should be able to read the agenda maintained
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Fig. 3. Agent Access Control Policy

Fig. 4. Dynamic Exchange of Capabilities

by the other agent in order to determine a free common
slot. An agent must not tamper with another agent agenda.
An agent will then disallow other agents to call the init()
method, which can be called only by the administrator
agent. However, other agents can call the access() method
to read the agenda.

F. Exchanging Capabilities

Agents communicate and exchange capabilities in a
transparent way to the agents applications code through
the messaging system (Figure 4). The messaging system
is similar to the Java Remote Invocation (RMI) [32]. Each
agent defines semantically its own access control policy
using the IDL. This definition includes the agent’s view
of protection and the authorized users. Then, based on
this definition, stub and skeleton classes are generated
by a pre-processor (that we have implemented). Those
classes include security modules which implement the
defined policies. Instances of those stubs and skeletons
classes are then inserted by the mobile-agents platform
to protect the agent. The stubs and skeletons ensures
that only authorized capabilities are exchanged among
agents. The capabilities are constructed and exchanged
dynamically through the security modules in a flexible
way. When a client agent communicates with a server
agent, the client stub sends a message along with the
capability for access (1). Based on the received capability
(2), the server agent skeleton grants access to the client
and a reply message is sent. The server agent can send
with the reply message a capability (3) which increments
the client access rights for future communication.

VI. EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the impact of our protection mecha-
nisms on the performance of a mobile agent platform, we

have developed the digital-based authentication mecha-
nisms and the capability-based access control mechanisms
and integrated them within a mobile agent platform that
we have implemented and which we know the imple-
mentation details. This allows us to identify the Java
mechanisms involved in the implementation of a secure
mobile agent platform and to measure the cost of these
mechanisms. Our system is composed of 2 distributed
machines which run the secure mobile agent platform. We
first measure the cost of the Java mechanisms involved
in the implementation of security in our experimental
environment. This gives us an idea about elementary
costs for protection. Then, we compare the operation of
the platform (agent migration) with security and without
security. This gives us an information about the actual
penalty on the performance of agents migrations.

In this section we describe the implementation of our
secure mobile agent platform, and identify the main
Java mechanisms involved in the implementation of the
protection. We then present both a qualitative as well as
a quantitative evaluation of the main components of the
security mechanisms and the impact of those components
on agent execution.

A. Experimental Environment

Our mobile agent platform is implemented in Java. The
following Java characteristics are used in our experiment:

• Code mobility. Java allows classes to be dynamically
loaded from remote nodes. Code portability is pro-
vided by interpretation of byte code.

• Object serialization and de-serialization. The java
language provides an object serialization and de-
serialization features [33], which allow instances to
be exchanged between different execution environ-
ments. Serialization feature provides a means for
translating Java objects into a stream of bytes which
can be sent as a message over the network or written
on a file disk. De-serialization is the reverse process,
where a graph of objects can be reconstructed from
the byte stream which includes the serialized graph.

• Polymorphism. Another important aspect of Java
that we used is polymorphism. Polymorphism refers
to the ability to define Interfaces (or types) and
classes separately. An interface can therefore be
implemented by several classes. It is possible to
declare a variable whose type is an interface and
which can reference objects from different classes
that implement the same interface.

• Dynamic binding. Java also implements dynamic
binding, which is crucial to mobile code. Dynamic
binding means the ability to determine at run-time
the code to be executed for a method invocation.
Since Java allows classes to be dynamically loaded,
a variable of an interface type can be assigned to a
reference that points to an object, whose class was
loaded dynamically. Java postpones the binding of
the code (of this variable) until invocation time, thus
allowing dynamically loaded classes to be executed.
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• Digital signature. Java provides mechanisms [34] for
digitally signing an object using a Digital Signature
Algorithm (DSA) for digital signature [35], and
using SHA-1 [?] for hashing. It provides mechanisms
for signature verification. The java language provides
the Sun Java Cryptography, an implementation for
encryption and digital signature.

• Keys and Digital Certificates. The Java environment
provides a feature for the management of keys and
their associated X509 digital certificates [15]. In
particular, it provides an interface to a keystore
repository to manage private keys and their associ-
ated X.509 digital certificates.

B. Agent Authentication

The agent migration consists of the following steps.

a) Serialization of the agent state.
b) Retrieval of the sender agent server’s private key

and digital certificate, and the digital certificates
of owner and writer from the local keystore.

c) Creation of an object signature to be used to
sign the agent.

d) Initialization of the signature object with the
server private key.

e) Updating the signature object using the agent’s
state for encoding.

f) Production of the signature of the mobile agent
using the signature object from step d).

g) Construction of a message which includes the
agent’s state, code, signature and the (owner,
sender, writer)’s digital certificates and sending
of the above message to the destination agent
server using a TCP/IP connection.

h) Destruction of the agent in the origin agent
server.

i) Reception of the message in the destination
agent server and creation of a new thread for
the execution of the agent.

j) De-serialization of the agent’s state.
k) Checking the digital certificates validity (valid or

expired) of the (owner, sender, writer)’s digital
signatures.

l) Retrieval of the (owner, sender, writer)’s public
keys from a local keystore.

m) Verification of the (owner, sender, writer) ’s
digital certificate using the CA’s public key from
step k). This step verifies whether the (owner,
sender, writer)’s certificates have been issued by
a trusted CA.

n) Initialization of the signature object used to
verify the agent’s signatures.

o) Verification of the agent’s signatures.
p) Run the agent if agent authorities are authen-

ticated according to the receiving host security
policy.

C. Hardware and Software Environment

Our hardware environment is described in Table I.
The two servers Agent Server1 and Agent Server2 are
connected by a local area network of 100Mbits/sec.

TABLE I
HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

Server 1 Server2

Nb of Cpus 1 proc, 2 core 1 proc

Cpu Type Intel T2500 Pentium M

Cpu Mhz 2000 1800

Memory 1GB 512MB

OS WindowsXP WindowsXP

We used the JDK 1.5.0 09 for all the experiments
described in this paper. The security mechanisms imple-
mented within our mobile-agents platform use the Sun
Java Cryptography mechanisms [27].

D. Experiments

We measure the average cost of elementary functions
used for protection. We program a minimal agent which
iterates a pingpong between Agent Server1 and Agent
Server2 100 times.

In an experiment, we measure the average total cost
of a one-way trip for an agent. We increase the agent
size for each experiment. The agent sizes are 1.8Kbytes
(a minimal agent), 100Kbytes, 500Kbytes, 1000Kbytes,
1500Kbytes and 2000Kbytes respectively. The experi-
ments are repeated in two environments: with protection
and without protection.

E. Protection Cost

The cost of the elementary protection mechanisms that
are used in our environment is presented in the Table II.
This gives us the basic elementary cost of these mecha-
nisms in our environment under experiment during plat-
form operation. Mainly these components are relative to
authentication services. For the implementation of access
control, we used the fact that Java object references are
capabilities and that to invoke an object, the invoker needs
that capability. These elementary components correspond
to the following security operations as described in the
authentication process of the agent (VI-B)

• Private Key and agent server digital certificate re-
trieval. This phase corresponds to step b) in the
description of the agent authentication.

• Agent signature initialization. This phase corre-
sponds to step c), d) and e) in the description of
the agent authentication.

• Agent signature production. This phase corresponds
to step f) in the in the description of the agent
authentication.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between Agent Migration with Protection and
without Protection

• Digital Certificate validation. This phase corresponds
to step k) in the description of the agent authentica-
tion.

• Public keys retrieval. This phase corresponds to step
l) in the description of the agent authentication.

• Digital Certificate verification. This phase corre-
sponds to step m) in the description of the agent
authentication.

• Signature verification initialization. This phase cor-
responds to step n) in the description of the agent
authentication.

• Signature verification. This phase corresponds to step
o) in the description of the agent authentication.

TABLE II
SECURITY ELEMENTARY COSTS OF OUR EXPERIMENTAL

ENVIRONMENT

Protection Component µs µs

Private Key, Certificates retrieval 3.42 4.35

Agent signature init 0.11 0.11

Agent signature 7.70 7.82

Certificates validation 0.33 0.36

Public keys retrieval 1.77 2.04

Digital Certificates verification 0.03 0.03

Signatures verification init 0.69 1.13

Signatures verification 40.8 47.79

The measurements in Table II represent the execution
time of the Java methods dealing with digital signature
manipulation and keystore access. We observe that the
signature verification is the most expensive operation. The
verification algorithm, as implemented by the Java Sun
security provider, uses the signature and the public key
of the signer to verify that the signature has been produced
by a corresponding private key.

As shown in Figure 5, the protection overhead is
important in case of migration of a minimal agent. We
observed an overhead of 412% on a minimal agent
migration performance when protection is used. The cost
of a minimal agent migration did not compensate the
protection overhead which is mainly due to security
function used for protection. As the agent size increases,
the overhead decreases to 45%. It is obvious that secure

mobile agent platform is interesting for mobile agents
deployed in large-scaled environments. The protection
overhead would compensate the agents migration and
local cooperation can take place securely.

VII. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Many researchers have investigated the development
of protection mechanisms in a mobile agent platform.
However, the protection mechanisms provided focused
on protecting host resources from malicious agents. In
these works suspicious cooperating agents have to include
protection mechanisms at the application level, which
makes the programming of agents a difficult task. In this
paper, we proposed the use of semantics for agents to
define protection policies using an Interface Definition
Language (IDL) that we have defined. Consequently, the
agent application code and the definition of protection
policies can be done separately, thus enhancing modular-
ity, and easing programming task. The authentication of
agents and the enforcement of their access control policies
are done in a transparent way to the agents applications
by our messaging system.

An agent has to be signed every time it is sent, and
at a request for cooperation. By this way the verification
of the integrity of the agent and the non-repudiation are
met. Therefore, it is easier to identify a malicious agent
authority that owns, sends or fabricates a malicious agent.
We introduced a secure naming service which ensures
authentication for initiating cooperation among agents.
Our mechanisms are transparent to the agents’ application
codes. Available mobile agents applications can use our
secure platform without any change to their code. The
experiments showed the feasibility and usability of the
implemented protection mechanisms.

The performance evaluation that we have conducted
shows the impact of the protection on the operation of the
platform. The significance of this impact depends largely
on the underlying implementation and the performance
of the encryption/decryption algorithms by the security
service providers. We measured the cost of the elementary
methods used for protection in our implementation.

The work presented in this paper continues. In partic-
ular, we are extending our platform to implement and
evaluate a dynamic digital certificates and public key
distribution among agent servers, and its impact on the
performance and the usability of the system.
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